
SENATE 945

Executive Department
State House, Boston, July 25, 1966.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

I am returning, herewith, without my approval, Senate Bill No.
699 entitled “An act authorizing insurance companies to issue
policies insuring against loss in value of investments in mutual
funds or investment trusts.”

This legislation would authorize the formation of an insurance
company with only $200,000 capital and $200,000 paid in surplus,
which would purport to guarantee investors in mutual funds
against loss. The premiums would be paid into a capital reserve
account from which claims would be payable.

Qllir (Commmmu'altb of fHaasadnuu'tta

Investors in mutual funds are investing in stocks and bonds.
Mutual funds seek to minimize the risk to investors by providing
professional management and by diversifying investments over
a broad range of stocks and bonds. By thus offsetting losses in
some securities against gains in others, the small investor achieves
some measure of stability and protection against the fluctuations
of individual stocks and bonds. While these funds have served a
valuable purpose in expanding the securities market, thereby pro-
viding a broader base of investment in private industry, they do
not purport to guarantee the investor against loss. In the nature
of things, diversification and professional management cannot
guarantee against loss in the face of a general market decline.

The premise of ordinary insurance fire insurance for example
is the unlikelihood that fires will at the same moment damage

or destroy a significant portion of properties in diversified loca-
tions. General stock market fluctuations on a significant scale,
however, are not at all unlikely. On the contrary, they are part
of the ordinary and expected risk of investment in securities. In
the face of such a decline, insurance against loss could only be
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guaranteed if the investments insured constituted an uneconomi-
cally small multiple of the amount in reserve. Indeed, if the re-
serve were invested in securities, it would most likely decline sub-
stantially at the very time claims would be greatest.

I am aware of no great public demand for legislation of this
type. Furthermore, I am aware of no other state which had
adopted this method. Thus I find little to offset my grave fear
that this sort of enterprise could lead many small investors in
mutual funds into a false sense of security against the risk of
market fluctuations. Its appeal would be based on the appearance,
rather than the substance, of completely risk-free investments. It
it the small investor, particularly, whose life savings would most
likely be jeopardized if the type of insurance this legislation con-
templates is, in fact, financially unsound.

The insurance commissioner, who would be charged with the
supervision of such a plan, does not recommend this legislation.
He advises me as follows:

“This is a new concept of insurance protection and
whether or not such insurance protection would be feasible
cannot be determined by existing statistics. It can only
be readily recognized that during a rise in the stock
market a company issuing this type of insurance would
not meet any difficulties, but, on the other hand, during a
declining market, such company might be compelled to
make large payments on claims.”

In the absence of substantial assurance as to its soundness and
for the additional reasons which I have set forth, I must in good
conscience withhold my assent from this bill.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN A. VOLPE,
Governor, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.


